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1 Executive Summary 

This deliverable D2.3 describes the “Final Monitoring and Fault Management Solution” of the 
SmartC2Net project. As a result, it contains an updated architecture and component description and 
gives details on the final algorithms and their implementations going to be integrated into the 
different WP6 testbeds of the project. Furthermore, it finally concludes WP2 (“Adaptive Monitoring”) 
and is based on the work previously described in deliverables D2.1 (“Grid and Network Monitoring 
Architecture and Components, Fault Management Approach”) [9] and D2.2 (“Active Monitoring 
Mechanisms and Grid Information Support Systems”) [8]. It needs to be mentioned, that compared to 
the previous deliverables, focus is put on delimiting the content of this deliverable to only 
describe/show the parts of the full architectural design, which finally will be implemented and 
studied in the project-internal testbeds. For the full architecture and set of ideas, please refer to 
deliverable D2.2. 

The deliverable is structured as follows: Chapter 2 starts with an introduction showing the main 
SmartC2Net concept of interlinking two control loops (outer energy control and inner 
communication control loop). Afterwards the final adaptive monitoring solution is described in detail 
in Chapter 3. The description includes (1) the final monitoring architecture, (2) the meta-data format 
for communication Quality-of-Service (QoS) information passed from the monitoring system to the 
grid control and finally (3) some more details on the current implementation efforts for the project-
internal testbeds. Chapter 4 is then focusing on the adaptation concepts of the monitoring 
architecture presented in the previous chapter. Hence, the Quality Oriented Monitoring Task 
Management is introduced, as it is the main component of the adaptive monitoring system 
responsible for managing the dynamic monitoring data access. After presenting the final approach 
including the related quality estimation frameworks and an updated interface function description, 
preliminary evaluation results are given. Nevertheless, most results can be found in deliverable D3.3 
[10]. It was decided to put them there and only reference from deliverable D2.3, as the results are 
highly related to the quality estimation concepts presented in D3.3. This concludes the final solution 
for the adaptive monitoring system. Chapter 5 presents the final fault management solution. After 
the description of the updated fault management architecture and the final algorithms for fault 
detection/prediction and correlation, the current plans to integrate the fault management system 
into the project-internal testbeds are presented. The chapter ends with preliminary evaluation 
results. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the deliverable and WP2 in general and gives some outlook to 
possible future studies and work. 
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2 Introduction 

Before starting with the descriptions of the final adaptive monitoring and fault management 

solutions, an explanation will be given why these solutions presented here will be necessary in a 

future smart grid. It is based on one of the main assumptions of SmartC2Net (Smart Control of Energy 

Distribution Grids over Heterogeneous Communication Networks), that significant parts of the future 

smart grid are likely to be connected with heterogeneous and possibly shared communication 

technologies. Dedicated and DSO-owned communication channels would be simply too expensive 

considering the need for real-time connectivity till asset/household level in the low voltage grid. As a 

consequence, added complexity is needed for handling unreliable and unpredictable communication 

Quality-of-Service (QoS) to still enable a reliable and robust operation of the energy grid. Instead of 

putting this complexity into the smart grid application layer, it is proposed to add intelligence to the 

communication layer and the results are the solutions for adaptive monitoring and fault 

management presented in this deliverable. 

2.1 The SmartC2Net Concept 

The overall SmartC2Net concept is depicted in Figure 1. It consists of two main control loops. The 

Outer (Energy) Control Loop is the most intuitive one: Energy sensors provide input data to energy 

control algorithms which compute actuation commands for energy actors based on a specific goal 

function (e.g. keeping the voltage within boundaries). The Inner (Communication) Control Loop is 

designed to provide a reliable communication service for the energy control by means of 

reconfiguration and adjustment of communication network parameters in case of accidental faults or 

malicious attacks. Nevertheless, as off-the-shelf and possibly shared communication technologies 

(e.g. public cellular network, WiFi operating in an unlicensed frequency band, etc.) are assumed, the 

communication network will have a variable quality-of-service in terms of delay and loss.  
 

 
Figure 1: interplay of the SmartC2Net control loops 

 

Besides the existence of the inner (communication) control loop, the novelty of SmartC2Net is the 

connection of the outer and inner control loop by the SmartC2Net Adaption Layer. The adaptive 

monitoring system is providing information about the actual quality-of-service of the communication 

system, which can trigger adaptations in the grid control approach. More information on this 

SmartC2Net approach can be found in the remaining chapters of this deliverable. 
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3 Adaptive Monitoring Solution 

This chapter is dedicated to the final version of the SmartC2Net adaptive monitoring solution. It 

includes an updated and delimited architecture compared to the related description of the full and 

generic design/concept in deliverable D2.2 [8]. As already mentioned in the executive summary, 

delimitation was done to better describe, which parts are finally considered and implemented also 

for the project-internal testbeds. Furthermore, this enables to focus on a more detailed component, 

interfaces, implementation and algorithm description in the following sections. 

3.1 Final Architecture related to Testbed Evaluation 

The final delimited architecture going to be implemented is depicted in Figure 2. It consists out of the 

well-known four layers already introduced in the last deliverables [8][9]: Monitor, Processor, 

Publisher and API. 
 

 
Figure 2: delimited final SmartC2Net monitoring architecture 

 

In this final architecture related to the testbed evaluation, focus is put on what’s new related to 

these layers. It reflects the final architectural design and gives an outlook of what is going to be 

implemented and integrated in the FTW and in the AAU testbeds: 

The API library layer will be used by grid control and fault management to receive necessary network 

and grid monitoring data. Internally, there exists a monitoring data cache for every monitoring 

variable, which can be accessed by the “user” (i.e. grid control or fault management) of the 

monitoring system at any point in time through a socket interface. The point in time, when this 

monitoring data cache is updated by the adaptive monitoring system is not known by the “user” of 

the system. Nevertheless, the API layer integrates an access rate estimation sub-component keeping 
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track of the access behaviour of the “user”. For a deterministic periodic access, this enables the 

forecast of future access times. This information is passed to the task management of the publisher 

component, which therefore can optimise monitoring data cache updates to be in good 

synchronization with the access of the “user”. As a result, the “age” (i.e. delay) of the accessed 

variable measurement is minimized. Finally, the API library consists also of a connectivity manager 

sub-component. This component is monitoring the communication connection between the API and 

the publisher layer and informs the “user” in case of any problems (e.g. loss of connectivity). 

The Publisher layer consists of many sub-components as already described in deliverable D2.2 [8]. 

Related to WP2 and the final architecture of the monitoring system, we are mainly considering the 

task manager and the monitoring data access. As can be seen in the figure, the task manager takes 

the access information of the API layer into account and controls the monitoring data access 

component, which is actually configuring the data transmission from the monitor layer to the 

monitoring data cache in the API layer. The task manager does its job based on a tight interlinking 

with a quality estimation sub-component of the publisher. More details on this can be found in 

Chapter 4 and in deliverable D3.3 [10]. 

The Processor layer is an optional part of the generic full monitoring architecture presented in 

deliverable D2.2 [8]. It will not be used in the final approach, which is going to be implemented and 

integrated in the project-internal testbeds. 

The Monitor layer can and is realised in different ways. The full SmartC2Net solution assumes an 

implementation right after the sensor/asset measuring a variable. Nevertheless, the SmartC2Net 

monitoring architecture also allows integrating legacy hardware like smart meters and complete 

legacy systems like smart meters behind a concentrator component. For the last two solutions, the 

publisher component integrates a frontend capable of communicating with the smart meter or with 

the concentrator using dedicated/standardised protocols. These are DLMS/COSEM for the smart 

meter and an EFACEC specific SOAP interface to the Gsmart/concentrator component. 

 

The core contributions of the SmartC2Net project are novel approaches for grid control taking the 

communication network quality-of-service into account. This interplay between the inner 

(communication) control loop and the outer (energy) control loop was already mentioned in the 

introduction chapter. Within SmartC2Net, WP4 grid control algorithms are designed to allow 

parameterization to deal with certain maximal delay/loss boundaries. The idea is to dynamically 

adapt these parameters based on the actual delay/loss boundary guaranteed and notified by the 

adaptive monitoring system. This approach is depicted in Figure 3. The SmartC2Net grid control 

application layer notifies the monitoring system about a set of delay/loss boundaries it can work 

with. The monitoring system takes these into account and continuously notifies the grid control, 

which delay/loss boundary is actually guaranteed if the voltage control algorithm accesses data (e.g. 

voltages, P/Q, etc.) from the monitoring system. As a result, the SmartC2Net grid control can 

dynamically (re-) configure the control algorithm with parameters stored in a look-up-table (LUT), 

which was calculated offline. It is to be decided/studied in the last phase of the project, whether 

generic delay/loss boundaries valid for all monitoring data sources (e.g. assets) or boundaries specific 

to every source are more efficient taking the control algorithm complexity and resulting grid control 

performance into account. 
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Figure 3: considered monitoring meta-data for adaptive SmartC2Net grid control 

 

In needs to be added that, as off-the-shelf and shared communication technologies without 

dedicated channel access are considered in SmartC2Net, it is impossible to guarantee hard delay 

deadlines and loss. As a consequence, a delay/loss guarantee is always a guarantee that only a 

specific and configurable quantile is below the according boundary. 

3.2 Testbed Implementation 

As depicted in Figure 4, the testbed implementation of the adaptive monitoring system is mainly 

based on the C++ programming language, ordinary UDP/TCP sockets and the Google Protocol Buffers 

[11] for cross-platform serialization. Although Google Protocol Buffers are available for all main 

programming languages, a proprietary implementation of the serialization is always possible in case 

they are not supported. This might be needed for interfacing the monitoring system with the Matlab-

based grid control implementation. In order to be able to access real (EFACEC MBox) or virtual smart 

meters in a standardized way, the open-source Gurux [12] library is used for the DLMS 

implementation. Furthermore, the publisher contains a frontend to read (aggregated) smart meter 

data through the EFACEC SOAP interface. 
 

 
Figure 4: testbed implementation of the adaptive monitoring system 
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Figure 5 shows different integration scenarios of the monitoring system: In (1), all software is 

deployed on a single computing platform. In (2), a variable is measured (monitor) and processed on 

platform C, transmitted to platform B for further processing, storage and access management. The 

grid application is running on platform A and uses the API library to access monitoring data provided 

by the publisher running on platform B. Scenario (3) is very similar to (2), but all monitoring layers are 

deployed on dedicated hardware platforms. Finally, scenario (4) shows the usage of the SmartC2Net 

monitoring system in case of legacy systems like smart meters or concentrators. In the FTW testbed 

implementation, a monitor component/process is running for every smart meter/asset and data is 

transmitted to a publisher component in the Low Voltage Grid Controller (LVGC). The SmartC2Net 

application (e.g. voltage control) is executed on the same hardware machine as the publisher. It uses 

the API software library to access monitoring data from this local publisher. 
 

Platform A

SmartC2Net Application

API

Publisher

Processor

Monitor

SmartC2Net Application

API

Publisher

Processor

Platform A

Platform B

Platform C

Processor

Monitor

SmartC2Net Application

API

Publisher

Platform A

Platform B

Platform C

Processor

Monitor

Platform D

SmartC2Net Application

API

Publisher

Platform A

Platform B

Legacy Concentrator

Legacy Smart Meter

(1) local (2) distributed 1 (3) distributed 2 (4) legacy

 

Figure 5: application examples of the adaptive monitoring system 
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4 Quality Oriented Monitoring Task Management 

After introducing the main ideas and the final high-level architecture of the monitoring framework, 

the developed approach for enabling adaptive data access will be described in more detail. As it is 

also done in WP4, the grid control is assumed to be only active in case voltage levels exceed certain 

boundaries (e.g. 1.05 times the nominal voltage). This approach of only being active if voltages are 

out-of-boundaries assures minimal communication requirements (i.e. bandwidth), as no 

communication and control is needed under normal stable grid conditions. Furthermore, it allows 

assets/households to produce/inject independently of the current power grid status when voltage 

levels are stable. In case of a violation of a soft voltage threshold, the considered approach switches 

to periodic control until the voltages return to acceptable levels. As a consequence, two different 

phases of the monitoring and control will be investigated: 

 inactive phase 

 active phase 
 

Figure 6 shows the SmartC2Net dynamic data access approach. For simplicity, the figure depicts only 

the dynamic communication between the LVGC and the assets, without explicitly depicting the 

components of the monitoring system (e.g. API, Publisher, etc.). No data transfers are happening 

prior to the active phase (i.e. prior to the reception of the voltage violation event at time te). As a 

result, the input data for the first control step of the active phase needs to be acquired as a reaction 

to the voltage violation event. In this phase, the starting phase, the controller can request its input 

data dynamically. This is done by using dynamic subscriptions to the neighbouring controllable assets 

of the voltage event location. More details on this will be given in Section 4.2. After a dynamically 

computed timeout (waiting time twait), the voltage controller will do its first computation step C1 

regardless of the complete reception of all asset flexibilities. In case some asset information is not 

available after twait, the controller cannot use it for control and the asset is considered to be a normal 

non-controllable load or producer. As a result, no set-point will be sent to this asset. For simplicity, 

the control messages (e.g. set-points for the assets) are also not depicted in Figure 6. Arrows from 

the LVGC to the assets represent the request of monitoring data. 
 

 
Figure 6: reactive start approach of the adaptive monitoring system 

 

During the active phase an approach is investigated, that uses scheduling of updates as introduced in 

[13] in order to be synchronised with the voltage controller steps Ci. As a consequence, the resulting 

data quality is high as the delay between the measurements and the control step is minimised. 
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4.1  Final Approach and Quality Estimation Frameworks 

In this section, details on the realization and implementation of the previously mentioned dynamic 

data access approach are presented. At first, a “user” (e.g. grid control, fault management) can 

dynamically request new input data by registering new monitoring tasks during runtime. In the 

inactive phase of the grid control, these will mainly be voltage violation thresholds, in active phases 

these will be dynamic subscriptions to specific assets, households or smart meters close to the 

voltage violation location. As can be seen in Figure 7, monitoring variable/task subscriptions to the 

publisher contain the requested variable (e.g. address, unique ID) and related requirements like 

delay/loss boundaries. All subscriptions are configured and coordinated by the Task Manager. To do 

so, the task manager dynamically requests waiting times and offset times from two quality estimator 

frameworks. Finally, the access strategy is passed to the Monitoring Data Access component, which 

finally does the task/access configuration of the lower layers of the monitoring system (i.e. 

processing and monitoring layers). 
 

 
Figure 7: final approach for monitoring task management 

 

Details on the quality estimator frameworks and how waiting and offset times are computed can be 

found in deliverable D3.3 [10]. 

4.2 Updated Interface Functions 

Table 1 lists detailed descriptions of the interface functions depicted in Figure 7. Apart from the 

interface definition (input and output parameters), the table defines the caller of the function and 

the sub-component doing the actual execution. 
 

Table 1: updated publisher interface functions 

Interface Function Parameters and Description Called by Executed by 

subID regSubscription 

(domain, address, variable, 

subType, requirements) 

Function used by users of the grid/network monitoring system 

to request a periodic (active phase) or event-based (passive 

phase) monitoring task. 

Returns subscription ID (subID) or NACK (incl. failure code). 

Grid Control, Fault 

Management 

Task Manager 

ret updSubscription (subID, Function to update the QoS requirements of an already Grid Control, Fault Task Manager 
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subType, requirements) running subscription/monitoring task (defined by the unique 

subscription ID subID). This function might also be 

extended/used to pause and continue a subscription without 

deleting/unsubscribing. Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code). 

Management 

ret delSubscription (subID) Function to stop and delete a running subscription/monitoring 

task (defined by the subscription ID subID). Returns ACK/NACK 

(incl. failure code). 

Grid Control, Fault 

Management 

Task Manager 

ret notify(subID,state) Function to notify the “user” of the monitoring system (gird 

control, fault management) about a changed state/status of a 

running monitoring task (defined by the unique subscription ID 

subID). Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code). 

Task Manager Grid Control, Fault 

Management 

twait rquWaitingTime(subID) Function to request the waiting time for a new subscription 

defined by the unique subscription ID subID. Returns the 

waiting time twait or NACK (incl. failure code). 

Task Manager Quality Estimator 

Frameworks 

toffset rquOffset(subID) Function to request the offset time for a new subscription 

defined by the unique subscription ID subID. Returns the 

offset time toffset or NACK (incl. failure code). 

 

Task Manager Quality Estimator 

Frameworks 

QoS rquQoS(subID) Function to request the actual communication Quality-of-

Server (QoS) to a specific destination or from a specific source 

defined by the unique subscription ID subID. Returns the 

actual QoS. Infinite delay and 100% loss means no 

connectivity. 

Quality Estimator 

Frameworks 

Network QoS 

Manager 

 

The interfaces between the subcomponents described in this section rely on a number of different 

parameter types. Table 2 provides a descriptive listing of these parameter types. 
 

Table 2: parameter types required for presented interfaces 

PARAMETER NAME DESCRIPTION 

subID unique monitoring subscription ID 

domain specifies a (sub-)domain of the smart grid (format to be defined: e.g. IP network addresses) 

address specifies an address of an item of the smart grid (e.g. IP/Port). 

variable defines a specific monitoring variable (e.g. logical device/node, dataset, attribute, etc.) 

subType subscription type: periodic (active phase) or event (passive phase) 

requirements requirements define set of QoS, which can be handled by the “user” of the data 

{dmax1/ploss1, dmax2/ploss2, dmax3/ploss3, etc.} – delay distribution and maximum loss probability 

state actual state of a specific monitoring task (e.g. running, degraded, pending, rejected, which item of the 

requirements set can currently be guaranteed, etc.) 

QoS communication Quality-of-Server (QoS) from a specific source. QoS is defined by a delay distribution and 

a loss probability. 

 

It needs to be added, that only the relevant interfaces related to the FTW and AAU testbed 

implementation of the monitoring system are listed. The full set of interfaces of the complete 

design/architecture of the adaptive monitoring system can be found in deliverable D2.2 [8]. 

4.3 Preliminary Evaluation Results 

Preliminary evaluation results on the monitoring system in a SmartC2Net voltage control use case 

using the introduced adaptive monitoring task management can be found in deliverable D3.3 [10]. 
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5 Fault Management Solution 

The SmartC2Net Fault Management system has the aim to detect, predict and locate faults that can 

happen in the smart grid ICT domain. Since it exploits a highly cross-technology based approach on 

the events and monitoring traces that can be collected in the system where it is installed, potentially 

it can also be adapted to detect grid domain fault scenarios. The fault management implements a 

configurable detection framework to reveal faults based on online statistical analysis techniques and 

complex event processing technology and it is designed for systems that operate under variable and 

non-stationary conditions. This allows continuously tracking and predicting system behaviours, thus 

reducing the probability of false alarms and improving the detection accuracy. 

Figure 8 shows the final architecture of the fault management designed in the SmartC2Net project. 
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Figure 8: fault management - final architecture 
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The figure details the architecture of the fault management. It is composed by two main 

components: Identification & Localization and CEP (Complex Event Processing). The latter is then 

constituted by two sub-components: Anomaly Detector and Anomaly Correlator. 

The Fault Management module relies on the Esper CEP engine [1], [8]. Esper provides special Event 

Stream Processing techniques that enable rapid development of applications for the processing of 

large volumes of messages or events in real time, or near real-time. 

Monitoring data (e.g. network delay, power consumption, RSSI, etc.) are received through the API 

layer of the monitoring system (showed in the bottom of the figure). The monitoring data are used to 

detect anomalies of measurement quantities which characterize fault scenarios (detailed in [8]). The 

Anomaly Detector relies on SPS (Statistical Predictor and Safety Margin) algorithm [2]. The Anomaly 

Correlator correlates output incoming from the Anomaly Detector sub-component with system 

variables incoming from the Monitoring System. It applies correlation rules in order to detect system 

faults and system failures. Anomalies are also exploited by the Predictor in order to predict 

forthcoming faults. Both detected and predicted faults are then notified to the system controller (i.e. 

Grid Controller and Network Reconfigurator) in order to let them apply proper recovery actions. 

In the following it is reported a brief description of the components showed in Figure 8. 

 

Identification & Localization Layer 

The Identification & Localization layer is in charge of perform the actual diagnosis, i.e., to identify the 

type of activated fault(s) and the faulty component(s), if any. It comprises a set of functions that 

allow the communication with Network Reconfiguration and Grid Controller components and the 

configuration of the component itself: 

 The Registration component provides an authenticated connection with Network 

Reconfiguration or Grid Controller in order to protect communication from possible cyber-

attacks. Any Grid Controller and Network Reconfigurator component that wants to interact 

with Fault Management, firstly have to register a connection through the Registration 

component. 

 The Advisor has the task of sending fault and failure notifications to Network Reconfiguration 

and Grid Controller components. In addition, it can communicate warning messages that 

represent failure predictions. In order to improve the accuracy of the fault detection, it may 

ask to the monitoring system the increase of monitoring rate. 

 The Configuration Manager organizes and forwards configuration information (measure 

targets, network initialization, network topology and its update, grid initialization and the 

grid model updates) to Detection layer and Rule Generator. The information is used to tune 

the Anomaly Detector and configure the rules to correlate anomalies in the Anomaly 

Correlator. 

 The Predictor processes detected anomalies in order to predict failures. The detection of 

forthcoming failures is sent to Advisor in order to notify Network Reconfiguration and Grid 

Controller. 

 Rule Generator configures the Correlation Rules of the Anomaly Correlation logical level of 

CEP Analyser. It uses grid and network topology and configuration information to build 

configuration rules. 
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CEP Analyser Layer 

This layer is responsible of the data correlation of system variables in order to detect failures and 

faults. It is divided in two logical layers as follows: 

 The Detection layer of the architecture is in charge of fast anomaly recognition at both 

power grid and ICT domain. The type of anomaly detectors that will be deployed in the 

SmartC2Net fault management sub-system belongs to two classes: component-specific and 

component independent. Component-independent detectors have the precise aim to 

complement component-specific anomaly detectors by enabling the recognition of the 

anomalies that are not foreseen at design time. ICT anomaly detectors (e.g., intrusion 

detectors) should have their own settings dynamically and real-time configured, to cope with 

changing smart grid conditions due to the bidirectional power flows and to the use of 

heterogeneous (unreliable) network infrastructures. This component relies on SPS algorithm, 

which exploits the modelling of the measurements to monitor as a random walk frequency 

noise in order to predict their trend and detect significant deviation from it. 

 The Correlation layer puts together the output of the anomaly detectors to detect complex 

fault scenarios, (for example the ones that encompass measurements from both ICT and Grid 

domain). The correlation, in addition, reduces the amount of information provided to the 

upper layer, i.e., Identification and Localization, in order to resolve possible inconsistencies 

of the anomaly detectors and to improve detection accuracy. 

5.1 Algorithmic 

The Fault Management technique for of faults and anomalies detection relies on a combined 

approach of the Complex Event Processing [7] (CEP) technology and the Statistical Prediction and 

Safety Margin (SPS) [2] algorithm [2], [4], [5]. Such an approach allows the simultaneous online 

monitoring of the ICT and Grid domain measures. CEP technology allows online monitoring features 

based on real-time rules provides by Esper engine. On the other hand the SPS algorithm is able to 

detect anomalies exploiting online statistical analysis techniques through a self-adaptive thresholds 

mechanism for matching the natural time evolution of the system or to satisfy changes in the 

application environment. 

The SPS algorithm was implemented and integrated in the Esper engine in order to develop the Fault 

Management system within the SmartC2Net project. 

The SPS detection algorithm is based on the statistical analysis of the measurements describing the 

behaviour of the system. For each indicator, SPS evaluates the adaptive thresholds based on data 

collected previously. This technique requires a preliminary training phase in which a sufficient set of 

indicators values are analysed in order to obtain the thresholds suited to the normal system 

behaviour (i.e. workload). For this reason the Fault Management tool can be used on different 

systems only if the training phase is performable on each of them. 

The analysis of the indicator trends in the workload and in the fault load allows the definition of the 

detection rules that represent the fault model of the system. The rules can be defined using data 

incoming from the testbed in which both workload and the fault load operation have been analysed. 

In order to detect and diagnose faults, rules correlate different network measurements with the SPS 

anomalies exploiting the Esper CEP engine.  
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5.1.1 The SPS Algorithm 

The SPS algorithm is able to distinguish between normal and anomalous behaviour of the system. In 

order to detect anomalies and signal faulty situations, the detector compares the values of collected 

data to some self-adaptive thresholds. An introduction on the SPS algorithm has been reported in 

Deliverable D2.2 [8]. Herein is described the algorithm operations and in particular the SPS setup 

parameters that affect the accuracy of the anomaly detection. 

 

In order to adapt the indicator thresholds in real time, the SPS algorithm computes the uncertainty 

)(tU  at a time t  with a coverage, intended as the probability that  

 

0|)(|)(  tItUAc  

 

holds. Accuracy cA  is an upper bound of the uncertainty )(tU  and consequently of the absolute 

value of the generic indicator )(tI . The computed uncertainty is composed by three quantities: i) the 

estimated indicator )(
~

0tI , ii) the output of a predictor function )(tP  and iii) the output of a safety 

margin function )( otSM . The computation of uncertainty requires a right uncertainty )(tUr  and a 

left uncertainty )(tUl : consequently, a right predictor function )(tPr  and a right safety margin 

function )( or tSM  for right uncertainty, and a left predictor function )(tPl  and a left safety margin 

function )( ol tSM  for left uncertainty are defined. 

 

The output of the SPS algorithm at time ott  is constituted by the two values:  

 

)()(P))(
~

,0max()( r oror tSMttItU   

)()())(
~

,0min()( ollol tSMtPtItU   

 

If the estimated indicator )(
~

0tI  is positive, it influences the computation of an upper bound on the 

indicator itself and consequently is considered in )(tUr . If it is negative, it is ignored. A symmetric 

reasoning holds for )(tUl . The predictor functions, )(tPl  and )(Pr t  (left and right), predict the 

behaviour of the indicator and continuously provide pessimistic bounds (lower and upper). The 

safety margin functions, )( ol tSM  and )( or tSM (left and right), aim at compensating possible errors in 

the prediction and/or in the estimation of the indicator value. The safety margin values (negative and 

positive respectively) are computed at ot and are updated only at a next timeslot. 

 

The behaviour of the indicator is represented by the indicator drift that describes its deviation during 

the time. The drift is modelled with the random walk frequency noise model, one of the five 

canonical models used to model oscillators (the power-law models [6]), that are considered as 

appropriate and used. Obviously the parameters of this random walk are unknown and depend on 

the specific indicator. They are computed by resorting the observation of the last m samples of the 

drift and using a safe bound on the population variance of the estimated drift. The coverage of this 

safe upper bound depends on the setup probabilities dsp and dvp  described in the following table. In 
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particular, the set-up parameters used by SPS are the four probabilities dsp , dvp , povp , posp and the 

values M and N . The coverage and the performance (how much the synchronization uncertainty is 

effectively tight to the estimated indicator value) achieved by SPS depends on these parameters. 
 

Table 3: main quantities and parameters for the SPS 

Acronym Definition 

ot  Time in which the most recent index estimation is performed. 

)( 0tI  Estimated indicator at time ot . 

M , m  Maximum and current number of (most recent) collected samples of the estimated 

drift ( Mm 0 ). 

N , n  Maximum and current number of (most recent) collected samples of the estimated 

indicator value ( Nn 0 ). 

posp  Probability that the population variance of the estimated indicator is smaller than a 

safe bound on the variance. 

povp  A safe bound of the offset at ot is computed with probability povp . 

dsp  Probability that the population variance of the estimated drift is smaller than a safe 
bound on such variance. 

dvp  A safe bound of the drift variation since ot is computed with probability dvp . 

 

The sensibility of the SPS algorithm is tuned setting the values of the probabilities dsp , dvp , povp  and 

posp . For high values of these probabilities the algorithm uses more restrictive thresholds for the 

indicators and consequently the number of indicators out of bounds increases. For low values of the 

probabilities the SPS thresholds appear to be larger and cause fewer out of bounds. 

5.1.2 Complex Event Processing based on Esper Engine 

The CEP correlator Esper exploits the SPS algorithm for anomaly detection and discovers system 
faults by means of indicator correlation. Indeed, Esper is able to apply a set of correlation rules to the 
Fault Management incoming indicators stream. The Esper engine works a bit like a database turned 
upside-down. Instead of storing the data and running queries against stored data, Esper allows 
applications to store queries and run them on data stream. Response from the Esper engine is real-
time when conditions occur that match queries. The execution model is thus continuous rather than 
only when a query is submitted. In the context of the SmartC2Net, Fault Management rules are 
represented by Esper queries. Rules are used for anomaly and fault detection combining conditions 
on indicators values with the SPS algorithm return value.  
 
In the following example of a testbed scenario depicted in Figure 9, the case of a non-compliant 
power consumption/production of a household is considered. The incorrect consumption/production 
is caused by the loss of set points due to bad wireless link quality. This particular situation could be 
caused by a hardware/software malfunction, a cyber-attack or some signal propagation issue.  
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Figure 9: testbed scenario 

 

Assuming the household consumes energy over the permitted threshold, Fault Management is able 
to discover that the cause of the problem is the degradation of the WiFi communication link 
correlating the consumption parameters of the household with the anomalies detected on the 
communication link (e.g. high delay, low RSSI or low CINR). The Esper rule used for detecting this 
specific situation combines conditions on the household active power and reactive power with the 
SPS algorithm: 
 
Select * form pattern [every e=Event] where 

e.spsAnomaliesOf(‘RSSI’,linkID)> ANOMALIES1 and 

e.spsAnomaliesOf(‘delay’,linkID)> ANOMALIES2 and (e.max(householdID, 

activePower)> TRESHOLD1 or 

e.max(householdID,reactivePower)>TRESHOLD2) 

 
This rule specifies a simple pattern composed of the object e belonging to the class Event. The event 
e contains the set of indicators samples collected in a precise interval of time. Each indicator refers to 
a precise system element (node or link supervised by Fault Management) in the ITC or Grid network. 
 
The clause where in the rule specifies the conditions applied on the pattern for detecting anomalies 
or faults. More precisely the fault is detected if: i) the number of SPS anomalies in the 
communication delay and RSSI of the link is greater than the specified ANOMALIES maximum value 
and ii) the maximum value of the active power or the maximum value of the reactive power (related 
to the household) are respectively greater than TRESHOLD1 value and TRESHOLD2 value. The 
method max of the class Event returns the maximum value among the collected samples related to 
the specific network element. 
 
For sake of clarity the following figure depicts the corresponding flowchart of the rule described 
below.  
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Wait for system event e

RSSI anomalies in the  link > 
ANOMALIES ?

NO

Delay Anomalies in the link > 
ANOMALIES ?

YES

NO

Active power in Household > 
THRESHOLD1 ?

YES

Fault Detected

YES

Reactive power in 
Household > THRESHOLD1 

?
NO

NO

YES

 
Figure 10: flowchart of the testbed detection rule 

 

Every time the conditions on the pattern are matched, Fault Management communicates: i) the type 

of the fault/anomaly detected, ii) the elements affected and iii) the indicators causing the rule 

matching. 

5.2 Fault Management Integration in SmartC2Net Testbeds  

The fault management implementation will be specific for the testbeds where it will be integrated. In 

the project it is planned an integration in two testbeds: the medium voltage control testbed hosted 

by RSE and the communication technology evaluation testbed hosted by FTW. Since in the testbeds it 

is foreseen to have a fixed configuration of SmartC2Net components (i.e. Grid Controller, Network 

Reconfigurator, Monitoring System), then the initial registration of components is not necessary and 

will not be implemented. 

It is planned to test predefined fault scenarios in the experiments. Thus, a simplified version of the 

configuration manager is implemented, where a fix set of rules is configured in the CEP engine. 

The CEP engine is fully implemented, comprising both Anomaly Detector and Anomaly Correlator. 

As for the Advisor, it consists of a graphic interface (showed in Figure 11), which shows the rules 

configured in the experiments, the parameters used to configure the SPS algorithm and the output of 

the Advisor, which notifies the detection of the anomalies and faults.  
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Figure 11: fault management interface 

5.2.1 RSE Testbed 

In the RSE testbed the Fault Management functionality is a system of the DSO ICT Control Centre (see 

Figure) allowing managing anomalies in MV control communications. ICT measurements elaborated 

from fault and attack experiments performed in the MV control testbed are given in input to the 

Fault Manager that derives possible anomalies through data correlations (see Figure 12). 
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Figure 12: FM integration in RSE testbed 

 

The testbed measurements provide information about the temporal evolution regarding the values 

of different ICT indicators, specifying for each of them the type of the considered measures, the 

corresponding timestamp and the referred elements (i.e. what components are involved). The alerts 

from the FM may be used to select the appropriate ICT recovery actions. 

5.2.2 FTW Testbed 

Figure 13 details the planned integration of the fault management solution in the FTW testbed. The 

reference testbed configuration is shown in Figure 9. As already mentioned in Section 5.1.2, the fault 

management will correctly detect a fault in the communication channel between the grid control 

placed in the low voltage grid controller and an asset. That means, that an incorrect behaviour of an 

asset (behaviour not according to the setpoint computed by the LVGC), is concluded to be an effect 

of an unreliable link between the controller and the asset. In order to do this correlation, the fault 

management will need (P, Q) setpoints and actual (P, Q) status as input, as well as the actual 

communication network status (e.g. delay, loss characteristics). A successfully detected anomaly will 

be visualized using the graphical user interface shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 13: integration of the fault management solution in the FTW testbed 

5.3 Preliminary Evaluation Results 

A set of scenarios from the RSE testbed are used for validating the FM functionality, covering both 

accidental fault and malicious attacks to DER-substation communications.  

Fault scenarios cover different types of faults and recovery. One of the considered scenarios focuses 

on recovery actions based on backup links, considering how DERs act switching between 4G and 3G 

network and vice versa, forcing respective routers to use the backup technology (for example, 

secondary SIM on 3G APN) in case of faults targeted to primary network (for example 4G). FM will 

provide alert reflecting the expected degradation of network quality performances balanced by the 

endurance of communication between the devices involved, hanging on for primary network 

“awakening”. 

The attack processes in the testbed experiments vary in type and configurations, provoking different 

effects on the measured communication behaviours. 

Per each experiment a set of measurements associated with the application, transport and network 

layers of the deployed communication protocols are given in input to FM that has to detect and 

possibly localise the problem in the network. The full list of input measures that is foreseen to be 

provided in the fully integration to fault management is reported in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: input measures to FM 

Protocol Event 
 Type of 
indicator 

Details 

IP 
Packets   

List 
  

Number, dimension and timestamp of 
sent/received packets on interested 
interface 

TCP 

Handshakes   
List 

  
Start time, end time of completed TCP 
handshakes. 

    Duration 

 
  

Failed handshakes 
List 

  
Timestamps of the failed TCP 
handshake attempts start. 

Sessions   List   Start time, end time of TCP sessions. 

    Duration     

Retransmissions List   Timestamps of the TCP retransmissions. 

TLS Handshakes Standard 
List 

  
Start time, end time of standard TLS 
completed handshakes. 

  Duration     
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Renegoti

ation 

List 

 

Start time, end time of TLS completed 
renegotiations. 

  Duration 

 
  

  
Resumpti

on 

List 
  

Start time, end time of TLS completed 
resumptions. 

  Duration     

Failed handshakes List   Timestamps of failed TLS handshakes. 

Sessions   List 

 
Start time, end time of TLS sessions. 

MMS 

Handshakes   
List 

  
Start time, end time of completed MMS 
handshakes. 

    Duration 

 
  

Failed handshakes 
List 

  
Timestamps of the failed MMS 
handshake attempts start. 

Profile exchanges 
List 

  
Start time, end time of completed MMS 
profile exchanges. 

    Duration     

    
Type 

  
Standard or short MMS profile 
exchange. 

Failed profile exchanges 
List 

  
Timestamps of failed MMS profile 
exchange attempts. 

Sessions   List   Start time, end time of MMS sessions. 

    Duration     

Reports   
List 

  
Sending time and application level ID of 
acknowledged reports. 

    

RTT 

  

Round Trip Time - time interval 
between the output of a report and the 
reception of the corresponding TCP 
acknowledgment by the MMS server. 

    
IRT 

  

Inter Report Time – deviation of the 
time interval between each two 
consecutive reports. 

    
Retransmissions 

Timestamps of the reports 
retransmissions. 

Lost reports   List 

 
Indicators of the lost reports 

Setpoints   
List 

  
Sending time of acknowledged 
setpoints. 

    

RTT 

  

Round Trip Time - deviation of the time 
interval between the output of a 
setpoint request and the reception of 
the corresponding setpoint response by 
the MMS client. 

    
IST 

  

Inter Setpoint Time - time interval 
between each two consecutive 
setpoints. 

    
Retransmissions 

Timestamps of the setpoints 
retransmissions. 

Lost 
setpoints   List   Indicators of the lost setpoints 
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In the tested scenarios, focus is put on two particular threats, each of them related to a specific 

attack class. In particular, flooding and reset attacks are considered. 

A Flooding Attack is a Denial of Service Attack where the attacker sends a large number of packets to 

a same target. In particular, a UDP flooding attack emits UDP packets destined to a random target 

port or, if the knowledge of the network configuration is available, an open port in order to be able 

to bypass firewall rules. If the attack involves more than a single attacker and different hosts in a 

coordinated manner send packets to a single target, it is a Distributed Denial of Service Flooding 

Attack. 

A Reset attack consists in a malicious attacker which monitors the TCP packets on a specific 

connection between two endpoints and then sends a “forged” packet containing a TCP reset to one 

or both of them. The headers in the forged packet must indicate, falsely, that it came from an 

endpoint, not the forger (IP spoofing). This information includes the endpoint IP addresses and port 

numbers. Every field in the IP and TCP headers must be set to a convincing forged value for the fake 

reset to trick the endpoint into closing the TCP connection. Properly formatted forged TCP resets can 

be a very effective way to disrupt any TCP connection the forger can monitor. 

 

The trends of the RTT indicator, TCP handshake initialization timestamp indicator and retransmission 

timestamp indicator were examined in order to: 

 Implement detection rules for FM. The attack indicator trends have been observed to define 

the FM attack pattern behaviour for the detection of the injected faults. 

 Diagnose what types of attack were carried out on the considered elements in the network. 

Exploiting the attack models found in literature (for UDP flooding and TCP reset attacks) and 

information incoming from the RSE attacks experiments, it was noticed that the presence of a 

flooding attack disturbs the normal behaviour of the indicators increasing the RTT value and causing 

a lot of retransmission messages. When RTT quickly grows up, SPS algorithm detects an abnormal 

indicator trend and anomalies are notified by the Fault Management tool. At the same time the 

congested router affects the sender causing a large number of retransmissions in the time unit.  

On the other hand, the reset attack causes the loss of the connection and repeated attempts of 

reconnection in a short interval of time.  

 

Consequently, the study of the indicator trends suggests the following criteria of attack detection: 

• The coexistence of anomalies of the RTT indicator with a high number of retransmissions 

indicates the presence of a flooding attack. 

• The presence of a group of handshakes in a short time interval indicates the presence of a reset 

attack. 

In the FM were implemented two Esper detection rules that represent these two criteria of attack 

detection. Finally, by doing some preliminary testing, the parameters that determine the sensitivity 

of the SPS algorithm were tuned. 

5.3.1 Flooding Attack Scenario 

The scenario considered the presence of one or more attackers that inject UDP traffic towards the 

router interface devoted to ICT maintenance activities (element 3 in Figure 14). This causes side 

effects on the control information flowing through the LTE cellular interface.  
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In particular, the scenario started with a not perturbed condition where the legal control traffic is 

exchanged between the Primary Substation and the controlled DERs. Afterwards, an attacker that 

injects the UDP flooding at a rate of 1 pkt/ms is included. Then, the force of the attack is increased by 

activating an additional attacker, in order to perform a distributed DoS attack. From the trace 

analysis it can be seen that the RTT report indicator increases its value after the first phase of the 

attack (one attacker) and this value grows further when also the second attacker starts the injection 

of illegal packets. The flooding attack causes also the growth of the number of retransmissions. 

Another outcome pointed out by the analysis is that the introduction of the second attacker causes 

the loss of the TCP connection (observable in the testbed communication server).   
 

 
Figure 14: flooding attack scenario 

 

Figure 15 shows the output of the FM which, in particular, shows: 

• The trend of RTT (blue lines) and its SPS thresholds (yellow curves). 

• The anomalies that the SPS algorithm detects on RTT (red circles). 

• The TCP packet retransmissions in the considered link (small red squares). 

• TCP handshake initialization (green triangles).  

 

It is worth noting that the “Start Handshake” and “Packet Retransmission” trace represents only the 

events, thus it is dimensionless. 
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Figure 15: flooding attack detection 

 

The presence of RTT anomalies at the same time of a retransmission sequence allows the detection 

of a flooding attack. The only presence of the RTT anomalies it is not sufficient to detect the flooding 

attack because the RTT can grow for several different causes. Hence the presence of the RTT 

anomalies must be correlated with the number and the rate of the retransmissions in order to 

correctly diagnose the attack type. It is worth noting that the last RTT anomaly (rounded by a green 

circle) was ignored. Indeed, a decrease of RTT is not seen as an anomaly, contrary to an unexpected 

increase of it, which is a symptom of the flooding attack. 

5.3.2 Reset Attack Scenario  

The reset attack is a more sophisticated and complex type of attack: it is protocol oriented and it is 

able to send a forged packet in order to drop the current TCP connection and to require the 

establishment of a new one. If this is performed in an iterative way, the attack denies any legal 

communication flowing through the network. 

The forged packet is structured in order to appear as a well formed reset packet that will not be 

dropped by the network checks. The target of the attack is not able to distinguish between a legal 

packet and the forged one. 

Figure 16 shows the reset attack scenario implemented for the experiment. 
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Figure 16: reset attack scenario 

 

For detecting a Reset Attack, the number and the rate of the handshake attempts are sufficient data. 

Other types of indicators could be useful to detect reset attack such as the number of the dropped 

TCP packets by the receiver or the session behaviour [2]. 

Figure 18 does not shows SPS anomalies, since the reset attack is recognized detecting a group of 

handshake attempts after the loss of the connection. It is worth noting that the “Start Handshake” 

trace represents only the events, thus it is dimensionless. 

 

 
 Figure 17: reset attack detection 
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6 Conclusions and Outlook 

In this deliverable, the final SmartC2Net approach of the adaptive monitoring system was presented. 

It was designed and implemented in close collaboration with WP3 (Adaptive Communication) and 

WP4 (Adaptive Grid Control), which resulted in the main overall concept for dynamic monitoring and 

control: Grid control is only done in case of critical states of the energy grid (e.g. voltage level 

exceeds a specific threshold) and countermeasures are done only in the surrounding neighbourhood 

of the location of the triggering voltage violation event. This event-based and local control approach 

assures two things: (1) At first, assets, households, etc. can operate independently and as desired as 

long as there is no major problem (e.g. violation of voltage boundary) in the energy grid. This ensures 

a good “user” satisfaction (concerning production and consumption), as he is not controlled by an 

“external” entity (e.g. MVGC, LVGC) most of the time. (2) In addition, communication and control is 

done locally and only if really needed. This keeps the communication and computation effort low, 

which enables a scalable operation also in large future smart grids. The considered adaptation in the 

monitoring system handles the start-up phase of the control in case of a triggering grid event (e.g. 

voltage violation event) and the data access in the periodic active phase of the controller. In more 

detail, the monitoring system optimized the time how long a controller waits for its input data before 

its first control step and synchronizes the data transmissions with the consecutive control steps in 

order to have the newest data possible for every control step. As can be seen in the preliminary 

evaluation/simulation results of the monitoring approach (c.f. deliverable D3.3 [10]), this indirectly 

improves the control performance significantly. 

The second main contribution of the deliverable is the final Fault Management solution which has 

been developed in the project. The SmartC2Net Fault Management system has the aim to detect 

(possibly predict) and locate faults that can happen in the smart grid ICT domain. Since it exploits a 

highly cross-technology based approach on the events and monitoring traces that can be collected in 

the system where it is installed, it can also be adapted to detect grid domain fault scenarios. The fault 

management implements a configurable detection framework to reveal faults based on online 

statistical analysis techniques and complex event processing technology and it is designed for 

systems that operate under variable and non-stationary conditions. This allows continuously tracking 

and predicting system behaviours, thus reducing the probability of false alarms and improving the 

detection accuracy. In addition, a final draft of the integration of the fault management in both FTW 

and RSE testbeds is provided and will be used as a starting point for the following integration 

activities developed in WP6. Finally, the deliverable provides also preliminary evaluation results 

about the detection of flooding and reset attacks which were injected in the RSE testbed, that have 

been used to validate the fault management framework. 

The next steps in general are now testing the mentioned approaches in the real project-internal 

testbeds to verify and extend the simulation results. As WP2 (Adaptive Monitoring) ends with this 

deliverable, these results will finally go into the WP6 (Experimental Prototypes) deliverables D6.2 

(Integrated testbeds – Description) and especially D6.3 (Final results from laboratory tests). For these 

deliverables, different grid control scenarios will be executed with and without the adaptive 

monitoring solution enabled. This will help to show and quantify the benefits of using the 

SmartC2Net approach with help of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) defined earlier in the project. 

Finally, benefits of the adaptive monitoring system are also investigated in an abstract way within 

WP5 (System Assessment) by the modelling approaches developed there. 
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